Abstract. We study the variation of the dimension of the Bloch-Kato Selmer group of a p-adic Galois representation of a number field that varies in a refined family. We show that, if one restricts ourselves to representations that are, at every place dividing p, crystalline, non-critically refined, and with a fixed number of non-negative Hodge-Tate weights, then the dimension of the Selmer group varies essentially lower-semi-continuously. This allows to prove lower bounds for Selmer groups "by continuity", and in particular to deduce from a result of [BCh] that the p-adic Selmer group of a modular eigenform of weight 2 of sign −1 has rank at least 1.
v ∈ Σ, there is a natural morphism i v : G v → G K,Σ well-defined up to conjugacy. If G K,Σ → GL(V ) is a representation, we will call by abuse its pre-composition with i v the restriction V |Gv of that representation V to G v . It is well-defined up to isomorphism.
All rings are commutative with unity. If S is a ring, Spec S is its spectrum in the sense of Grothendieck, and if S is an affinoid algebra over Q p , Sp S is its attached rigid analytic space in the sense of Tate. If x ∈ Sp S, we shall denote by L(x) its field of definition, a finite extension of Q p .
The aim of this article is to study the variation of the Bloch-Kato Selmer group H 1 f (G K,Σ , V x ) (and its closely related variants H 1 g (G K,Σ , V x ) and H 1 e (G K,Σ , V x )) when the p-adic representation V x of G K,Σ varies along a family of representations.
To make this aim more precise, let us define a family of representations of a topological group G of dimension d over a topological ring S as a locally free module 1 V over S of finite rank d, together with a continuous S-linear action of G.
If L is a topological field and χ : S → L is a continuous and surjective morphism of algebras, V χ := V ⊗ S,χ L is a continuous representation of G K,Σ over L of dimension d. We shall say that the representation V χ belongs to the family V . If S is an affinoid algebra, x ∈ Sp S is a point of residue field L(x) and χ x : S → L(x) is the corresponding character, we shall write V x instead of V χx . The aim of this paper is to study how the dimensions of the spaces H 1 f (G K,Σ , V χ ) change when χ runs along a suitable set of characters of S (or of points in Sp S), for suitable families V of representations of G K,Σ , in particular those carried by eigenvarieties.
That this variation is somewhat chaotic is already exemplified by the case of the simplest and longest studied family of Galois representations: the Iwasawa family. Namely, take K = Q and Σ = Σ p . Set Γ = Z * p , and denote by ∆ the subgroup of (p − 1) th -roots of unity in Γ, and by Γ 1 the kernel of the reduction modulo p on Γ. The Teichmuller lift gives a canonical isomorphism Γ = Γ 1 × ∆. Let η i , for i ∈ Z/(p − 1)Z. be the character ∆ → Z * p that sends t to t i . The Iwasawa algebra is Λ = Z p [[Γ] ]. We have Λ = i∈Z/(p−1)Z Λ i with [T ] ]. We shall work in characteristic 0, so set Λ Qp = Λ⊗ Q p and Λ i,Qp = Λ i ⊗ Q p . If L is any finite extension of Q p , a continuous character χ : Γ → L * defines a morphism of algebras Λ Qp → L that factors through Λ i,Qp if and only if χ |∆ = η i . For i ∈ Z/(p − 1)Z, the i th Iwasawa family is V i = Λ i,Qp considered as a free Λ i,Qpmodule of rank one, with a (continuous) action of G Q,Σp induced by the cyclotomic character ω p : G Q,Σp → Z * p = Γ. It is easily seen that the representation Q p (n), that is Q p with the action of G Q,Σp given by ω n p : G K,Σ → Q * p , n ∈ Z, belongs to the family V i if and only if n ≡ i (mod p − 1). Assume that i is odd. For n = 1 an odd integer it is well know, as a consequence of a result of Soulé, that
is of dimension 1 if n > 1 and is 0 if n ≤ −1. Therefore, there is no generic values for H 1 f (or H 1 g or H 1 e ) on the families V i , that is a value that is the dimension of H 1 f (G K,Σ , V χ ) for all V χ that belongs to V i and that are de Rham. For the sake of completeness, let us mention that H 1 f (Q p (1)) = H 1 e (Q p (1)) = 0 while dim H 1 g (Q p (1)) = 1, and also that dim H 1
• (V χ ) = 0 (where • ∈ {f, g, e}) when V χ belongs to V i and is not de Rham. So the "most frequent" dimension of H 1
• is 0, but there are infinitely many exceptions (and moreover the set of exceptions is dense both in the Zariski topology, and the rigid analytic topology), a pattern which is not very usual for a family over Λ i,Qp , a Noetherian domain of dimension 1.
The discussion above suggests that it might be possible to prove the existence of a generic value for the dimension of the Selmer groups of the Galois representations in a family, if one restricts our attention to the members of a family that are de Rham and that have a fixed number of negative Hodge-Tate weights. We shall indeed be able to prove a result of this type, but only under the additional assertion that the family is trianguline, and that the representations concerned are non-critical. Let us review those two notions before stating our theorem:
Let L be a finite extension of Q p . To a continuous representation of G Qp on a L-vector space V of dimension d, one can attach (by results of Fontaine and ColmezCherbonnier) a (φ, Γ)-module D † (V ) of rank d (that is a free R L -module D of rank d with a semi-linear action of φ and Γ, such that φ(D) spans D over R L , where R L is the Robba ring over L -see 3.1.1 for a definition) which moreover isétale.
Actually D † is an equivalence of categories from the category of continuous finitedimensional representations of G Qp over L to the category ofétale (φ, Γ)-modules, a full subcategory of the category of (φ, Γ)-modules.
According to Colmez ([Co1] ), a (φ, Γ)-module D over R L is called trianguline if it is provided with a complete filtration Fil
• D such that for 0 ≤ i ≤ d, Fil i D is a (φ, Γ)-submodule of D, direct summand as an R L -module, and of rank i. Such a filtration is called a triangulation, and it may not be unique if it exists; we say that D is triangulable to express the fact that it has at least one triangulation, but that none is specified. A triangulation on D defines graded pieces gr i D = Fil i D/Fil i−1 D for i = 1, . . . , d
which are (φ, Γ)-modules of rank one, and Colmez has shown that those objects are in natural bijection with continuous characters Q * p → L * . A trianguline (φ, Γ)-module thus defines a sequence of characters δ i : Q * p → L * , i = 1, . . . , d, that we call its parameter. The weight s i of the character δ i is defined as the negative of its derivative at 1 (caveat lector: this convention is opposite to the one chosen by Colmez [Co1, §2.2], but it is the one of [BCh, §2.3 
.3]).
If V is a representation of dimension d over L of G Qp , we say that V is triangulable if D † (V ) is, and trianguline if we have chosen a triangulation of D † (V ). In general, if X is an adjective describing a property of (φ, Γ)-modules, we shall say that V is X if and only if D † (V ) is X.
It turns out (see [BCh, Prop 2.3.3] ), that if V is trianguline, the numbers s i attached to D † (V ) are, with multiplicity, the Hodge-Tate-Sen weights of V (with the standard convention that the cyclotomic character ω p has Hodge-Tate weight −1). We shall say that a trianguline (φ, Γ)-module is non-critical if all the s i are rational integers, and s 1 < s 2 < · · · < s d . A non-critical trianguline representation is always de Rham ( [BCh, Prop 2.3.4] ).
An important class of examples of trianguline representations are the crystalline representations V such that the eigenvalues of the crystalline Frobenius φ on D crys (V ) are in L (the latter condition is of course always satisfied after replacing L by a finite extension). More precisely, for such a representation V , any refinement of V , that is any full φ-stable filtration of D crys (V ) defines a triangulation, and conversely (see [BCh, Prop 2.4 .1]). Assume for simplicity that V has distinct Hodge-Tate weights. It is an easy consequences of the definitions that the refinement of V is non-critical (in the sense of [BCh, §2.4.3] ) if and only if D † (V ), with the attached triangulation, is non-critical (see [BCh, §2.4 ] for more details).
We shall say that a character δ : Q * p → L * is exceptional if it is of the form t → t n or t → t n |t| for some integer n ∈ Z. We shall say that a trianguline (φ, Γ)-module D is non-exceptional if all the characters δ i of its parameter are not exceptional.
We have a similar notion of a trianguline family of representations V of G Qp over an affinoid S, namely that the (φ, Γ)-module over R S (see §3.1.1) constructed by Berger and Colmez (see [BeCo] and §3.1.3) D † (V ) has a triangulation whose graded pieces are free (φ, Γ)-modules of rank one of character type. Of course, if V is such a family, and x ∈ Sp S is a point of field of definition L(x), then V x is a trianguline representation over L(x). See §3.1.5 for more details. Theorem 1. Let S be a an affinoid domain of dimension 1 over Q p , and V a locally free S-module of rank d with a continuous S-linear action of G K,Σ . Assume that the restriction of V to G Kv is trianguline for every v ∈ Σ p . For any sequence of integers a = (a v ) v∈Σp , with 0 ≤ a v ≤ d for every v, let us call Z a the set of x ∈ Sp S such that the trianguline representation (V x ) |Gv is non-critical, nonexceptional, with exactly a v non-positive Hodge-Tate weights at every place v. Then there exists a natural integer n a , such that for every x ∈ Z a , dim H 1 f (G K , V x ) ≥ n a , and for every x ∈ Z a but a finite number, Prop 5) . So the theorem is a theorem on the H 1 g and H 1 e as well.
(ii) The hypothesis that p is totally split is technical and simplify the statement. It is certainly easy to remove it, but I did not do the job. Also, the hypothesis of non-exceptionality could be weakened, and it would be possible to allow the sequence (s i ), in the definition of non-critical, to be increasing instead of strictly increasing, but this would come at the cost of a more complicated statement (separating in particular the cases of H 1 f , H 1 e and H 1 g ). We have chosen to present the result in the simplest formulation that seems sufficient for most applications.
(iii) The hypothesis that S has dimension 1 could be removed if we knew more on the Berger-Colmez functor D † from family of representations over S to (φ, Γ)-modules over S (especially its commutation to arbitrary base change S ′ → S, cf. §3.1.3). See Prop 2 to see what the statement of the theorem would look like for a higher dimensional S. (iv) It may happen that for a given a = (a v ), the set Z a is finite, in which case the theorem is empty. But when Z a is infinite, the theorem states that there exists a "generic value" for dim H 1
for x ∈ Z a (and • being indifferently e, f or g), which is obviously well-determined, and that this value is also a lower bound. (v) It would be interesting to have some control on the set of x ∈ Z a such that dim H 1
The information given by the proof does not seem useable.
Let us just say a few words on the method of the proof. The Selmer groups are defined as the kernel of a natural map from a global Galois cohomology group to a product of local Galois cohomology group. For example
. The same definition makes sense when V is a family of representations over an algebra S instead of an individual one. A formal argument, developed in §2.1, show that when the involved cohomology modules, and also the H 2 (G K,Σ , V ) are finite over S, the resulting Selmer groups behave well in families. Unfortunately, the modules H 1 (G v , V ⊗B crys ) are not finite in general, which explains the chaotic behavior of the H 1 f described at the beginning of this article. To circumvent this problem, we use an idea due to Jay Pottharst, himself generalizing an idea of Greenberg, to replace the H 1 f by an other type of Selmer group, defined using (φ, Γ)-modules and their cohomology, that we call the Pottharst Selmer group H 1 pot . We prove that the cohomology groups involved in its definition are of finite type in family (cf. 2.3 and 3.3), and that for non-critical representations, the H 1 pot and H 1 f are essentially the same (an easy consequence of the results of [BCh, chapter 2] , and also a variant of a theorem of [P] ): see Prop. 5. This, together with our formal work of §2.1, gives the theorem.
Of course, our theorem is interesting only to the extent that we are able to check that natural families are trianguline. By natural families I mean essentially the families carried by the eigenvarieties, and more generally the refined families defined in [BCh, Chapter IV] : they are families of representations over an affinoid algebra S with a dense set of classical points Z ⊂ Sp S where the representations ρ z are crystalline and provided with a refinement, such that that for every i = 1, . . . , d, the i th eigenvalue of the crystalline Frobenius (for the order given by the refinement) renormalized by the i-th Hodge-Tate weight (in increasing order) κ i (z), extends to an analytic function defined on all X (namely p −κ i (z) F i (z) extends to an analytic function over X). There are several other minor requirements in this definition, which is recalled below in §3.2.1.
Our second main theorem (Theorem 2) states that, if V is such a family S which has rank 2, and x ∈ Sp S is a classical point such that V x is non-critical, there exists an affinoid neighborhood of x on which V becomes trianguline. The hypothesis of non-criticality is needed, as shown by [BCh, Example 2.5.8] . I conjecture (cf. Conjecture 1) that the same result holds in any rank. Note that the formal counterpart of this statement, that is the same statement where "an affinoid neighborhood of x" is replaced by the "completion of the local ring of S at x" is known ([BCh, Theorem 2.5.6]). It seems that Ruochuan Liu has recently made some important progresses toward this conjecture. See the discussion after it for more details.
As an application, we can extend a theorem of [BCh] which states that for a modular form eigenform k of weight k = 2k ′ ≥ 4 and of sign −1, the Selmer group
) has dimension at least 1 (where V f is the p-adic Galois representations attached to f ) to the case of forms of weight 2, and in particular to elliptic curves 2 .
This result, a consequence of the Bloch-Kato conjecture and of the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture, was previously known only for primes p that are ordinary for f , with two completely different proofs: one of Nekovar ([N1] , [N2] ), and one of Skinner and Urban ([SkU] ).
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2. Formalism of the variation of Selmer groups 2.1. A general formalism. Let R be a commutative domain and let A and A ′ be two abelian R-linear categories. We let (H i A , δ) be a cohomological functor from A to the category of R-modules, and we let (H i A ′ , δ) be another cohomological functor from A ′ to the category of R-modules. When no confusion can result, we shall drop the A or A ′ from the notations. We say than an object A of A is torsion-free if for every 0 = f ∈ R, the endomorphism f of A is a monomorphism. We write A/f A its cokernel. Note that f acts as 0 on A/f A so by functoriality, so does it on H 1 (A/f A), which is therefore naturally an R/f -module. Similar definitions and considerations apply for A ′ .
Finally, we suppose given two torsion-free objects V ∈ A, V ′ ∈ A ′ , a morphism of R-modules u : H 1 (V ) → H 1 (V ′ ), and for every 0 = f ∈ V , a morphism of R/fmodules u f :
In this context, we define the Selmer modules S(V ) as ker u, and S(V /f V ) as ker u f .
From now on, we assume that R is Noetherian, and call Pr(R) the set of principal prime ideals in R. If M is an R-module, we call rk R M its generic rank, that is the dimension over Frac(R) of M ⊗ Frac(R), which is a natural integer or +∞.
is injective, and its cokernel has generic rank no more that
Proof -We have the following commutative diagram where rows and columns are exact sequences.
Indeed, the commutativity of the diagram follows immediately from the commutativity of (1), the R-linearity of u, and the definitions of S(V ) and S(V /f V ). The exactness of the second and third lines come from the long exact sequences of cohomology attached to the short exact sequence 0 → V → V → V /f V → 0, and similarly for V ′ (those exact sequences being exact by our hypothesis that V and V ′ are torsion free), and the only fact that may need a justification is the injectivity of the map labeled ×f on the third line, but this comes from our hypothesis that
The morphisms on the first line are defined by restriction of the morphisms of the second line, which makes the first line obviously a complex. An easy diagram-chasing argument (a part of the Snake Lemma, in fact) shows that it is exact. This diagram already shows that the map
From the diagram above, we deduce another one:
From the Snake Lemma, we deduce that the cokernel of the map a (that is ker(c
. The proposition follows.
Remark 2. Actually the hypotheses that R is a domain and that (f ) is prime are only used for the convenience of stating the result in term of generic ranks. Without these hypotheses, we still get that if
is injective, and is surjective whenever
Corollary 1. Assume that R is a domain, and that S(V ), H 2 (V ) and H 1 (V ′ ) are finite as R-modules. Let r be the generic rank of
Proof -By the proposition, the map
Hence the first inequality. Also the fact that S(V /f V ) is of finite type follows from the proposition, since S(V ) ⊗ R/f is finite over R/f because S(V ) is finite over R, and
are finite over R/f since they are finite over R as sub-modules of the finite modules H 2 (V ) and
, and the finite S-modules H 2 (V ) and H 1 (V ′ )/u(H 1 (V )) have no f -torsion for almost all (f ). The corollary follows.
2.
2. An important special case. In the above formalism, the morphisms u and u f are ad hoc. Often, however, they appear naturally as follows.
Again R is a commutative domain, and we now suppose it Noetherian, and A and A ′ are two abelian R-linear categories, with two cohomological functors toward the category of R-modules both denoted (H i ) (or (H i A ) and (H i A ′ ) when we really need to distinguish them). We assume given in addition an exact R-linear functor F from A to A ′ , and a morphism of cohomological functor on A, a :
we can retrieve the situation of the preceding subsection, as follows. We define
Now if I is any ideal of R, we can define a sub-object IV of V as the sum in V of f V for f ∈ I, and therefore also a quotient object V /IV . Similar definitions apply to objects in A ′ , and by exactness of the functor F , we have
By the construction of the preceding paragraph where R is replaced by R/I, V by V /IV , V ′ by V ′ /IV ′ and b by b I , we get a map u I :
have by construction a commutative diagram:
We shall say that a sequence
Note that when A is the category of R-modules, this agrees with the standard definition (cf. e.g. [E] ) of a regular sequence for a module V . In general, we shall say that an object V ∈ A is quasi-free if every R-regular sequence is a V -regular sequence. Similar definitions apply for A ′ .
Proposition 2. Assume that V and V ′ are quasi-free. Assume that for all ideals
are finite over R/I for all i ≥ 0 and that they are 0 for i > d for some fixed integer d.
Let r be the generic rank of S(V ). Then for all prime R-regular ideals p of R satisfying H 0 (V ′ /pV ′ ) = 0, we have rk R/p S(V /pV ) ≥ r, and there exists a fixed non-zero element g ∈ R such that equality holds if p does not contain g.
Proof -Let p be a prime R-regular ideal, and p = (f 1 , . . . , f n ) where (f 1 , . . . , f n ) is an R-regular sequence. Let us set
Indeed this is true for k = n; assume that it is true for some k, we shall show that it is true for k − 1. We have, since V ′ is quasi-free, an exact sequence
Taking the long exact sequence of cohomology, we get in particular
Tensorizing by R p which is flat, and using the induction hypothesis, we get that
we conclude by Nakayama's Lemma.
We now prove by induction on k that for p as above, and 0 ≤ k ≤ n, we have
For k = 0 there is nothing to prove. To simplify notations, let us denote V /I k−1 V bȳ V and V ′ /I k−1 V ′ byV ′ , and let us set f = f k . Since V and V ′ are quasi-free, f is a monomorphism ofV andV ′ . We only have to prove that
Similarly to the proof of Prop 1, we get a diagram
using long exact sequences of cohomology tensorized by the flat R-module R p . The commutativity of the diagram is obvious excepted for the commutativity of the lower right square, which is (2) and the exactness of the second line is clear, while the exactness of the third line uses the fact that
The exactness of the first line follows (by a part of the Snake Lemma), so we get
We now prove that this inequality is often an equality. By the open nature of flatness, there exists a non-empty open set of Spec R over which
Take g any nonzero element in an ideal of definition of the closed set that is the the complement of that open set. We thus know that
Let p = (f 1 , . . . , f n ) be a prime ideal, with f 1 , . . . , f n a regular sequence, and such that H 0 (V /pV ) = 0 as above, and also assume that g ∈ p. We shall prove by induction on k the following statement : the natural map
If k = 0, this results from the fact that R p is a R[1/g]-module and the universal nature of flatness.
Assume the assertion is true for k−1, and set as aboveV = V /I k V (and similarly for V ′ ) and f = f k . So we know that
We prove that the same assertions hold withV replaced byV /fV , by descending induction on i (the result being true for i > d by hypothesis). We have exact sequences
and similarly for V ′ . From the fact that H i+1 (V ) ⊗ R p is flat over R p /I k−1 R p , in particular has no f -torsion, we deduce that the second map is an isomorphism, so
The same holds for V ′ . By right exactness of the tensor product, the flatness of the module follows
follows from the induction hypothesis. Finally, we can apply the proof of Proposition 1 (and Remark 2) to see that
The induction step, and therefore the proposition follows.
Corollary 2. Same hypothesis and notations as the proposition above. For all regular closed points x of Spec R such that H 0 (V ′ x ) = 0, we have dim S(V x ) ≥ r with equality outside a Zariski closed subset.
Proof -A closed point x corresponds to a maximal ideal p, and we have V x = V /pV . If x is regular, the ring R p is a regular local ring, therefore the ideal p is R-regular by [E, Cor 10.15 ].
Finiteness results.
The following proposition generalizes to any p-complete algebra S a similar result of Greenberg for S a local ring with finite residue field complete for the topology defined by its maximal ideal ( [G, Remark 3.5 .1]) and an earlier result of Tate (for S = Z p -see [T, §2] and [R, Prop B.2.7] ). A big part of its proof has been given to me by Brian Conrad.
. Let S be a pcomplete commutative ring, M a finite free S-module with a continuous (for the p-adic topology) action of G. For any integer i ≥ 0, let
has no non-zero p-divisible element. Let Z be a sub-module of finite type of Z i (G, M ) (closed continuous cochains) that maps surjectively onto Y (take for Z the submodule generated by arbitrary lifts of the elements of a finite generating family of Y ). Since Z is finite, it is closed p-adically in Z i (G, M ) . Now assume by that one has a family (x n ) n∈N of elements in H 1 (G, M )/Y with px n+1 = x n . Choose representatives f n of x n in Z i (G, M ) . We can write pf n+1 = f n + z n + ∂h n with z i ∈ Z and h n ∈ C i−1 (G, M ) . From this it follows that
Exactly as in Tate [T, Corollary to Prop. 2 .1], we can now prove the implication
Now we prove that H i (G, M )/p is finite over S/p. Since this module is a submodule of H 1 (G, M/p) we are reduced to prove that the latter is finite over S/p. But M/p is a finite free module over S/p. Remember that G acts on it continuously for its quotient topology, that is the discrete topology. Let e i be a basis of M/p, and U i be a normal open subgroup of G that fixes e i . Then U = ∩U i is an open normal subgroup of G that acts trivially on M/p. By the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence, since G/U is finite, we are reduced to prove that the modules
results, in view of the above proof, from the well-known fact that H 1 (U, F p ) = 0 for i > 2, where U is as above (remember our running assumption that p > 2). The "moreover" is then proved exactly like [T, Prop. 2.3] .
Corollary 3. Let S be a reduced affinoid algebra, V a locally-free finite type module over S with a continuous action of G (same notations as in the proposition). Then
is a finite type S-module, and is 0 if i > 2.
Proof -According to Chenevier's lemma (cf. [Ch, Lemma 3.18] ), there is an admissible covering of Sp S by affinoid subdomains U n = Sp S n such that on the subring S 0 n of elements of bounded powers of S n , there exists a finite free module M n with a continuous action of G, such that M n ⊗ S 0 n S n = V ⊗ S S n . By the proposition, we know that H i (G, M n ) is of finite type over S 0 n , and that 
Examples.
2.4.1. The category A. In all our examples, the ring R will be denoted S and be either of the form S 0 ⊗ Zp Q p where S 0 is a Noetherian p-complete algebra, or a reduced affinoid algebra over Q p .
The category A is the category of finite S-modules, endowed with continuous S-linear action of G K,Σ (this makes sense since finite-S module have a canonical topology, the p-adic topology in the first case, and the natural topology (see e.g. [BGR, Prop 3.7.3/3] ) in the second case. Our functor H i A (−) from A to the category of S-modules is simply the continuous group cohomology H i (G K,Σ , −) defined by continuous cochains. Note that (H i ) i∈N is a cohomological functor. Indeed, for any 0 → A → B → C → 0, the map B → C admits a continuous set-theoretical section (even a continuous Q p -linear section. In the case where S is affinoid over Q p , then B and C are complete Q p -vector spaces of countable type since so is S, and the existence of a continuous section results from [BGR, Prop. 7.2.1/4] . The other case is an exercise), so by standard results there is a long exact sequence of cohomology attached to this sort exact sequence.
In particular, a family V of representations of G K,Σ over S is an object of A. We fix such a family V . Obviously, since V is locally free as an S-module it is torsion-free in A in the sense of §2.1, and even quasi-free in A in the sense of §2.2.
The H 1
T 's. Let S be a reduced affinoid algebra. Let T be a subset of Σ p . We let A ′ be the product of the categories A ′ v for v in T , where A ′ v is the category of finite S-modules with a continuous action of G v .
Let H i A ′ be the functor of continuous local Galois cohomology:
. For the same reason as for A, the sequence (H i A ′ ) is a cohomological functor. Let F : A → A ′ be the restriction functor, which obviously is exact.
We set V ′ = F (V ). It is clear that V ′ is quasi-free in A ′ in the sense of 2.2. In this situation, the modules S(V /IV ) we get (for all ideal I of S) are best noted
. Two special cases are T = ∅, where we simply get the full Galois cohomology group H 1 (G K,Σ , V /IV ), and T = Σ p .
Since the H i (G K,Σ , V ) and H i (G v , V ) are of finite-type (and 0 if i > 2) by Corollary 3, we can apply Cor. 2, and we get in particular that there is an r ≥ 0 such that for x running among regular closed points of Spec S such that V Gv
is at least r with equality for x outside a Zariski closed proper subset.
Remark 3. This nice behavior is consistent with Jannsen's conjecture (see [J] ) in the cases where S is an affinoid over Q p and T is either ∅ or Σ p . Indeed, that conjectures says that the dimension of H 1 T (G K,Σ , W ), for W a geometric representation of motivic weight not equal to −1 over a finite extension of Q p , and T either ∅ or Σ p , only depends on simply computable local terms and global H 0 , which are easily seen to be constant on a connected family.
In particular, looking for example at a refined family (see 3.2.1) of representations V of G K,Σ over S, there should be a dense set of points x such that V x is geometric (either according to the Fontaine-Mazur conjecture, or by construction of V if V is the family carried by an eigenvariety), and the condition of being of weight −1 defines an hypersurface of S, since the motivic weight can be written as a linear combination of the Hodge-Tate weights at places dividing p. Therefore, Jannsen's conjecture predicts that the dimension of H 1 T (G K,Σ , V x ) for x geometric outside an hypersurface is constant, a prediction which is proved by the above result, and extended to non-geometric points.
In the intermediate cases where T is not empty nor Σ p , I have heard of no conjecture predicting the dimension of H 1 T (G K,Σ , W ), but the above results suggest that such a conjecture, generalizing Jannsen's conjecture, should exist and have a simple form.
I plan to come back to these questions in a subsequent work.
Our second example is in fact a set of three counterexamples, that we will not develop in full details.
Let A ′ be the product over v in Σ p of categories A ′ v , where A ′ v is a suitable abelian category of topological modules over S with a continuous G v -action. Let H i be the continuous cohomology functor as in the above example, and let F f : A → A ′ (resp. F e , F g ) be the functor V → (V |Gv ⊗ B crys ) v∈Σp (resp., with B crys replaced by B φ=1 crys , B dR ) which obviously is exact.
In this case, we write
In those cases, the conclusion of Corollary 1 in general does not hold. The simplest way to see it is for H 1 e for the family Λ i,Qp (with i odd) described in the introduction. In this case, K = Q, and Σ = Σ p . As we have seen, for every n ≡ i (mod p − 1), the representations Q p (n) belong to that family. But for those representation, we have H 1 e (G Q,Σp , Q p (n)) = 0 if n < 0 and dim H 1 e (G Q,Σp , Q p (n)) = 1 if n is positive, contradicting the conclusion of Corollary 1, since obviously, we have
crys ) = D crys (Q p (n)) φ=1 = 0 (for n = 0). One can infer that some hypothesis of the corollary does not hold. Since
is finite for all i by Prop 3, we easily see that the hypothesis that is not satisfied here is the one that asks that
crys ) be of finite type over Λ i,Qp .
2.4.4. Greenberg Selmer groups. Let S be an affinoid algebra over Q p . In this example, we let A ′ be the product of the categories A ′ v for v in Σ p , where A ′ v is the category of finite S-modules with a continuous action of G v , and the functor H i A ′ and F are as in §2.4.2. But instead of taking V ′ = F (V ), we start with a V ′ which is a quotient of F (V ). More precisely, we assume that V ′ = (V ′ v ) v∈Σp where each V ′ v is a free S-module with a continuous action of G v which is a quotient of V |Gv . If we call b the canonical morphism F (V ) → V ′ in A ′ , we are exactly in the situation of 2.2. We can thus define for every ideal I of S, Selmer groups S(V /IV ) that we can call the Greenberg Selmer Group
). The finiteness hypotheses of Prop. 2 are satisfied by Corollary 3. Therefore, we see that for all points x in Sp S outside a Zariski closed proper subset, the dimension
A remarkable fact, due to Flach, is that for suitable choices of V ′ and x (namely such that the Hodge-Tate weights of (V ′ v ) x are exactly the Hodge-Tate weights of (V v ) x ) then we have
. This allows to get some information about the behavior of the H 1 g not given by the direct approach 2.4.3, provided we can construct a suitable quotient V ′ of F (V ). Unfortunately, the conditions under which we can construct such a V ′ , known as the Panchiskin condition, are too restrictive for the applications to eigenvarieties (except on their ordinary loci), and the aim of this paper is precisely to remove them.
3. Trianguline families of (φ, Γ)-modules 3.1. Families of (φ, Γ)-modules and their triangulations.
3.1.1. The relative Robba ring. Let S be any ring with a non archimedean complete valuation | |. For any nonnegative real ρ < 1, we set
The convergence condition means that |a i |ρ i goes to 0 when i goes to −∞ and that for every positive real number r < 1, a i r i goes to 0 when i goes to +∞. Therefore, for any real r such that ρ < r < 1, and any f ∈ R ρ S , we can set |f | (r) = sup i∈Z |a i r i |. For f = i∈Z a i T i and g = ı∈Z b i T i two elements of R ρ S , then for every i the sum c i = j+k=i a j b k converges, and the series c i T i is an element of R ρ S that we call f g. Lemma 1. The obvious addition and the multiplication just defined makes R ρ S a commutative ring, and the | | (r) are valuation on that ring. If S is a Banach algebra over Q p , then those valuations make R ρ S a Frechet space over Q p , and a topological ring for its Frechet topology.
The set R S is obviously a ring (and an S algebra), and it is called the (relative) Robba ring over S. When S is a Banach algebra over Q p , R S has a natural topology as an inductive limit of the Frechet space R ρ S .
Lemma 2. (cf. Liu [Li1, Prop 3.2])
If S is a reduced affinoid algebra over K (with its spectral norm, which is a complete valuation), then R ρ S (resp. R S ) is naturally isomorphic as a topological S-algebra to R ρ Qp⊗ S (resp. to R Qp⊗ S).
We shall also deal with the following subrings of R S : E † S := {f = a i T i ∈ R S , (|a i |) is bounded}, R + S := {s = i a i T i ∈ R S , a i = 0 for i < 0}, and E
3.1.2. Different notions of families of (φ, Γ)-modules. Let S be an affinoid algebra over Q p .
By a general (φ, Γ)-module over S we mean a module D over R S with a semilinear action of (φ, Γ). Note the absence of conditions of finiteness or freeness of D, or of a topology on D. The categories of general (φ, Γ)-modules over S, is an abelian S-linear category (but not R S -linear).
By a family of (φ, Γ)-modules (of rank d) over S, we mean a general (φ, Γ)-module D over S, such that D is finite and projective over R S (or, which amounts to the same, finite presentation and flat, or finite presentation and locally free), such that for its natural topology (as a sub-module of some free finite module over R S ), the action of φ and Γ are continuous, and such that φ(D) spans D over R S . We say that a family D of (φ, Γ)-modules is free if D is free over R S .
If f : S → S ′ is a morphism of reduced affinoid algebras, and D is a general (φ, Γ)-module over S, then D S ′ := D ⊗ R S R S ′ has an obvious structure of general (φ, Γ)-module over S ′ . If D is a family (resp. a free family), then so is D S ′ . We often adopt a geometric notation: If X ′ = Sp S ′ and X = Sp S, we write D X ′ instead of D S ′ and we call it the pull-back of D by the morphism X ′ → X induced by f . We note that If D is a free family of (φ, Γ)-modules over S, then D has a natural structure of Ind-Frechet vector pace over Q p , so we can talk about D⊗ S S ′ and we have, using Lemma 2,
The theory of families of (φ, Γ)-modules would be much simplified if we had an answer to the following questions (especially if we had a positive answer to the first one): Question 1. If D is a family of (φ, Γ)-modules over S of rank d, does there necessarily exist a covering of S by affinoid algebras S n such that the families of (φ, Γ)-modules D Sn are free? If so, can we choose the covering (S n ) admissible?
Remark 4. We recall that if S is an affinoid algebra over Q p that is a field, the answer to this question is yes. Indeed such a field is a finite extension L of Q p , and the freeness of any finite projective module over R L is a consequence of its being a Bezout domain, which results from the first part of Lazard's paper [La] (the one concerned with a discrete valuation, and accessible by what Lazard calls "multiplicative method").
As Kiran Kedlaya made me notice, we can ask the same question for S that are Banach field extensions of Q p but not finite (so not affinoid algebra over Q p ), and in its generality the answer may be false. Indeed, the hard part of [La] (with non-discrete valuation) shows that the answer is yes if and only if the field S is spherically complete. This may be an indication that the question is difficult. On the other hand, the spectral valuation on a reduced affinoid algebra is discrete, which may help adapt the proof from the "easy" part of [La] .
If D is a family of (φ, Γ)-modules over S, and x ∈ Sp S, we denote by
3.1.3. The functor D † . Let S be a reduced affinoid algebra. A construction of Berger and Colmez [BeCo] attaches to any family of representations V of G Qp over S a family of (φ, Γ)-module D † (V ), at least when V admits a model V 0 over the algebra S 0 of power-bounded elements of S, that is a finite locally free S 0 -module with a Galois action such that V 0 ⊗ S 0 S = V . Chenevier has shown ( [Ch, Lemma 3 .18]) using Raynaud's technics that, at least locally (that is on the constituents on an admissible affinoid covering of Sp S) there always exists such a model V 0 . This allows to construct D † (V ) in general by gluing, and it is easy to prove that the result is independent of the choices made. Moreover, if f : V → V ′ is a morphism of representations over S, then locally one can chose models V 0 and V ′ 0 over S 0 and a morphism f 0 :
This results from the same Raynaud's technics used by Chenevier. From that we deduce that D † is a functor from the category of families of representations over S to the category of families of (φ, Γ)-module over S (the fact that it is a functor is stated without proof in [BeCo] ). Liu (cf. [Li1] ) has shown that this functor is fully faithful and it is clear that it transforms exact sequences into exact sequences. 
A positive answer to question 2 implies a positive answer to question 3: let ker π = (f 1 , . . . , f n ), and consider the A-exact sequence V n → V → V /IV → 0 where the first map is given by (v 1 , . . . , v n ) → f 1 v 1 + · · · + f n v n . If D † is an exact functor from A, we get an exact sequence of (φ, Γ)-modules over S :
the last equality being (3).
3.1.4. Free families of (φ, Γ)-modules of rank one. Let δ : Q * p → S * be a continuous character. We define a free family of (φ, Γ)-modules R S (δ) of rank one as being R S as a R S -module with semi-linear action of φ and Γ given by φ(1) := δ(p), γ(1) := δ(γ), ∀γ ∈ Γ We shall say that the family of (φ, Γ)-module R S (δ) is of character type. Lemma 3. Let D be a free family of (φ, Γ)-modules of rank one over S, and x ∈ Sp S. Then there exists an affinoid domain Sp S ′ ⊂ Sp S containing x such that the restriction 
Question 4. If D is a free family of (φ, Γ)-modules of rank one over S, is it globally of character type?
Of course, it is locally in a neighborhood of every point x, but there is a priori no reason that using those neighborhoods one could make an admissible covering, which would allow to glue the characters δ S ′ . A family of (φ, Γ)-module provided with a triangulation (there may exist several) is called a trianguline family. A family of (φ, Γ)-modules that admits a triangulations is called a triangulable. Obviously, a triangulable family is free.
Triangulation of some refined families.
3.2.1. Definition of a refined family. We take the following definition from [BCh, Chapter 4] except that instead of a pseudocharacter, we assume that our family is given by a free module with Galois action. The greater generality given by a pseudocharacter would be of no use here. Definition 1. Let X = Sp S be a reduced affinoid space over Q p , A (rigid analytic) family of refined p-adic representations (or shortly, a refined family) of dimension d over X is a locally free module V of dimension d over S, together with a continuous S-linear action of G Qp and with the following data
subject the following requirements.
(i) For every x ∈ X, the Hodge-Tate-Sen weights of V x are, with multiplicity,
(iv) The eigenvalues of the crystalline Frobenius acting on D crys (V z ) are distinct and are (p
and κ 2 (z) − κ 1 (z) > C. Then for all C, Z C accumulates at any point of Z. In other words, for all z ∈ Z and C > 0, there is a basis of affinoid neighborhoods U of z such that U ∩ Z is Zariski-dense in U . ( * ) For each n, there exists a continuous character Z * p −→ O(X) * whose derivative at 1 is the map κ n and whose evaluation at any point z ∈ Z is the elevation to the κ n (z)-th power.
Recall that at every z ∈ Z, the representation V z is crystalline, and has a natural refinement (that is an ordering of its crystalline Frobenius eigenvalues), namely
We call this refinement the canonical refinement of V z .
We call Z ncr the set of z ∈ Z such that the canonical refinement of V z is noncritical (see [BCh, §2.4.3]) , that is the filtration on D crys (V z ) given by the refinement is in generic position with respect to the Hodge-Tate filtration. By condition (v) and [BCh, Remark 2.4.6(ii) ], one sees easily that the set Z ncr accumulates at any point of Z.
Also note that if x ∈ Z, and U ⊂ X is any affinoid subdomain of X, then the restriction of V to U (together with the restricted data Z ∩ U , (F i ) |U , etc.) is again a refined family over U . To make this true is indeed the main reason of the complicated form of condition (v), instead of simply asking that Z C is Zariski-dense. We shall use this remark freely in the sequel.
Triangulation of families of rank 2.
Theorem 2. Let (X, V ) be a refined family of representations of G Qp of dimension 2. Let x ∈ Z ncr such that V x is irreducible, and such that F 1 (x)/F 2 (x) ∈ p Z . Then there is an affinoid subdomain U of X containing x such that D † (V U ) is trianguline, and the induced triangulation of D † (V x ) is the one given by its canonical refinement.
Proof -For i = 1, 2, let δ i : Q * p → S * defined by δ i (p) = F i and (δ i ) Γ is the character Z * p → S * whose derivative at 1 is −κ i and evaluation at any z ∈ Z is t → t −κ i (z) ; The existence of such a character is property (*) above, and its uniqueness is obvious.
Lemma 4. Up to replacing X = Spec S by a smaller affinoid containing x, there exist (i) A triangular family D of (φ, Γ)-modules over S such that for every y ∈ Sp S, D y is a non trivial extension of R L(y) (δ 2,y ) by R L(y) (δ 1,y ). (ii) A free module W of rank 2 over S with a continuous action of
Proof -Note that by weak admissibility and irreducibility of V x , we have
. By continuity, after shrinking X if necessary, we can assume that this property holds for all y in X. We also have, for all y ∈ X, that
Colmez calls SS * the rigid analytic moduli space of characters δ 1 , δ 2 satisfying the condition
but note that he has weights conventions opposed to ours). That is to say, the characters δ 1 , δ 2 define an analytic map Sp S → SS * , such that δ i is the pull-back of the universal characterδ i for i = 1, 2.
In [Co1, §5.1], Colmez constructs, locally on SS * near any point whereδ 1δ
−1 2 ∈ p Z , a family of (φ, Γ)-modules of rank 2 whose fiber at every point y is a non-trivial extension ofδ 2,y byδ 1,y . The pull-back D to S of this families of (φ, Γ)-modules obviously satisfies (i).
To prove (ii), we note that by construction D y is anétale (φ, Γ)-module. Therefore, by [Li2, Main Theorem] , there exists a representation W on S (up to shrinking it again) such that D rig (W ) = D.
To finish the proof of the theorem, it is enough to prove that V ≃ W as G Qprepresentations over X, after shrinking X if necessary. But Lemma 5. There exists an affinoid neighborhood U of x, such that for every z ∈ Z ncr ∩ U , we have δ 1,y ) for every y ∈ X. By [Co1, Theorem 2.9], Ext 1 (R(δ 2,y ), R(δ 1,y )) has dimension 1 for y in an affinoid neighborhood of x, and shrinking X if necessary, for all y. Therefore, there exists up to isomorphism only one (φ, Γ)-module that is a non-trivial extension of R L(y) (δ 2,y ) by R L(y) (δ 1,y ). Since D † is an equivalence of category (over a base field), we only have to show that for z ∈ Z ncr , D † (V z ) is such an extension. By Kisin's theorem ( [K, Corollary 5.16(c) ], or [BCh, §3.3] in this context), we have
Therefore, by [Co1, Prop 4.3] , there exists an integer k ∈ Z such that if δ : Q * p → L(z) * is the character such that δ is t → t k on Γ = Z * p and δ(p) = p k+κ 1 (z) F 1 (z), then D † (V z ) has R(δ) as a saturated sub-(φ, Γ)-module. The integer k is not explicitly determined in [Co1] , but actually it is easy to see that it is the opposite of the weight of the line D crys (V z ) φ=p κ 1 (z) F 1 (z) (see [BCh, Prop 2.4 .2]), that is, since V z is non-critical, k = −κ 1 (z). Thus δ = δ 1,z , and since R(δ 1,z ) is a saturated (φ, Γ)-submodule of D † (V z ), the quotient is a (φ, Γ)-module of rank one which, by looking at the determinant is seen to be R(δ 2,z ). Hence D † (V z ) is an extension of R(δ 2,z ) by R(δ 1,z ) and this extension is non trivial, since otherwise, it would not beétale.
Going back to the proof of the theorem, we see using the lemma that trV z = trW z for all z ∈ Z ncr ∩U . Since (restricting U again if necessary), Z ncr ∩U is Zariski-dense in U , we see that trV = trW as maps G Qp → S. Since O X,y (the rigid analytic local field of X at y) is Henselian, and since V y is irreducible, a famous theorem of Serre and Carayol says that V and W are isomorphic over O X,y . Therefore, they are isomorphic over some affinoid neighborhood of y, which is what we wanted to prove.
Finally, the triangulation on D x that we have constructed is the unique one that has R(δ 1,x ) as Fil 1 D x . Since the refinement of V x is non-critical, the attached triangulation of D † (V x ) is the one whose Fil 1 is also R(δ 1,x ) (cf. the proof of the above lemma). This proves the last assertion of the theorem.
Remark 5. If V x is reducible a variant of this theorem has been known for long.
we say that the point x, or the canonical refinement of V x , is ordinary. In this case, the property v p (F 1 ) = 0 continues to be true on some neighborhood U of x, and on U , the character δ 1 and δ 2 are of Galois type (that is, δ i (p) n goes to 1 when n goes multiplicatively to ∞ -after shrinking U again if necessary) and the family V is well-known to be an extension of the character δ 2 by the character δ 1 . This obviously implies, and is much stronger than, that D rig (V ) on U is trianguline. Note also that in the case where V x is reducible and semi-simple, a refinement of V x is ordinary if and only if it is critical. If V x is not semi-simple, only one refinement is ordinary but both are critical.
3.2.3.
A conjecture about triangulation of refined families. The infinitesimal variant of this conjecture (where we replace "there is an affinoid subdomain Sp S ′ " by "for S ′ the completion of S at x") is a theorem (again under a few technical restrictions): [BCh, Theorem 2.5.6 ]. The non-criticality assertion is critical in the proof (based on repeated application of Kisin's theorem on Λ i V for i = 1, . . . , d) and is necessary for the result: see [BCh, Remark 2.5.8] .
Using a similar method (and some argument of Fittings ideals) it is not very hard to prove that after shrinking X, we have a filtration Fil i D † (V ) by sub-families of rank one such that Fil i /Fil i−1 are families of rank one. We say that V is weakly trianguline If the answer to Question 1 was known to be affirmative, then those families would be free of rank one after shrinking X, and after shrinking again (or not, depending on the answer to question 4), they would be of character type by Lemma 3, so D would be trianguline. The proof of the weak triangulinity is omitted here, since this result shall be of no use until Question 1 is settled. Moreover, it seems that Ruochuan Liu has a better proof of that result in preparation, which does not use Kisin's result nor the ugly trick of taking exterior powers, but rather works all the way with families of (φ, Γ)-modules and reprove Kisin's theorem as a consequence. It is likely that his proofs shall allow to remove the technical restriction of Theorem 2. It seems also that he could prove Conjecture 1 up to replacing X by a blow-up. Such a result would be very useful for applying Theorem 1.
3.3.
Finiteness results for the cohomology of (φ, Γ)-modules.
3.3.1. Cohomology of a general (φ, Γ)-module. Let D be a general (φ, Γ)-module over R (cf. 3.1.2).
As in [Co1, §2.1], we define three
as the cohomology spaces of the complex
Of course, the construction of H • (D) is functorial in D, so if D has a structure of S-module (where S is a ring) compatible with the action of φ and Γ, then the spaces H • (D) are naturally S-modules as well. Also, even in this generality, it is clear that any short exact sequence of (φ, Γ)-modules 0 → D 1 → D → D 2 → 0 gives rise to a long exact sequence
In other words (H i ) is a cohomological functor from the category of general (φ, Γ)-modules over Q p (resp. over S) to the category of Q p -vector spaces (resp. of S-modules).
Finiteness results.
Proposition 4. Let D be a free family of (φ, Γ)-module of rank one of character type over S. Then H 0 (D) and H 1 (D) are finite over S.
Proof -We have by hypothesis
The open sets Spec S a,b defined by the inequalities a ≤ v p (α(x)) ≤ b for a, b ∈ Z form an admissible affinoid covering of S. Since the functor⊗ S S a,b is exact, we get easily, using (3) that
for i = 0, 1. Therefore, by Kiehl's theorem, it suffices to prove that H i (D S a,b ) are finite over S a,b for i = 0, 1. In other words, we may and shall assume that a ≤ v p (α) ≤ b on Sp S for some integers a and b.
The proof we shall give is directly inspired by Colmez' computation of the H 0 and H 1 of a (φ, Γ)-module of rank one over a field in [Co1, §2.2] . In his proof, Colmez use several lemmas over the ring R L and E † L which, though they are stated only over a field L, work as well over a reduced affinoid algebra S since their proofs amount to checking that some explicit series are convergent, which in turn amounts to computing the limits of the norm of their coefficients, a computation that takes exactly the same form in L or in S since in both cases, this norm is multiplicative, that is, a valuation. This applies to Lemma A.1, A.2, A.4, as well as Corollary A.3 and Lemma 2.3.1 of [Co1] . We shall use those results for R S and E † S without further comments below.
Case of H 0 : Since H 0 (R S (δ)) ⊂ R S (δ) φ−1 , and S is Noetherian, the result will follow if we prove that R S (δ) φ−1 = R αφ−1 S is finite over S. Actually, we have R
, and j is the largest negative integer i such that a i = 0, then one sees, using the fact that φ(T −1 ) = T −p + terms of lower degrees, that if φ(f ) = b i T i , we have b i = 0 for all i such that pj < i < 0, and therefore one cannot have αφ(f ) = f . Now choose a non-negative integer k which is strictly greater than −v p (α). The operator − +∞ n=0 (αφ) n is a continuous inverse of αφ − 1 on T k R + S by the proof of [Co1, Lemma A1] . Therefore the S-linear map (R
S is injective, and since the latter has finite rank k over S which is Noetherian, the finiteness of H 0 follows.
We mimic the beginning of the proof of [Co1, Prop. 2.6 ]: Let (a, b) ∈ D 2 , such that d 2 (a, b) = 0 (see (6)). According to [Co1, Cor A.3, Lemma A.4 and Lemma 2.3 
where
Using (8) and (9) we see that there is a surjective S-map
We are thus reduced to prove that R Case of H 1 , general v p (α) : As in [Co1, §2.4] , there is an S-linear operator ∂ :
where t is the character Q * p → S * , t → t. Mimicking [Co1, S 2.4] , it is easy to see that coker ∂ is finite over S. Therefore,
Remark 6. It is not hard, actually even simpler than for the H 1 , to prove that H 2 (D) is finite over S as well. We leave this as an exercise for the reader. Proof -This is obvious by the long exact sequence of cohomology and the preceding proposition.
3.4. The local Pottharst Selmer group. Let S be a reduced affinoid algebra over Q p , V a trianguline family of representation over S of rank d, and a an integer in {0, . . . , d}. Following Pottharst ([P]) we define an S-linear application
Above, 1 denotes both the trivial representation of dimension 1 over S and the trivial (φ, Γ)-module over R S ; the morphism denoted D † is the morphism induced by the functor D † using the fact that D † (1) = 1 and that D † transforms exact sequences into exacts sequences, therefore extension of 1 by V into extensions of 1 by D † (V ); the last map is the H 1 of the canonical surjection. We define
The following result is a close variant of the main theorem of Pottharst' paper [P, Theorem 3.1] . The hypotheses and the proof we give is different, relying only on results of [BCh, Chapter II] , and close in spirit to the proof of Flach's theorem relating Greenberg and Bloch-Kato Selmer groups.
Proposition 5. Assume that S is a finite extension L of Q p , that V is a non-critical and non-exceptional trianguline representation over L, and that a is the number of non-positive Hodge-Tate weights of
Proof -We first show that H 1 g = H 1 f = H 1 e for a trianguline non-exceptional representation. By [BK, Corollary 3.8.4 ] (for H 1 e = H 1 f ) and [BK, Proposition 3.8 
, it is enough to show that 1 and p are not eigenvalues of φ on D crys (V ). Let (δ i ) i=1,...,d be the parameter of V and let us note D crys the functor from the category of (φ, Γ)-modules over L to the category of filtered φ-modules
By an immediate dévissage, it is enough to show that 1 and p are not eigenvalue of φ on D crys (δ i ) (a space of dimension 1 or 0, in which case it has no φ-eigenvalue at all). But we see at once that this space is not 0 if and only if δ i (γ) = γ −n for γ ∈ Γ, where n is a rational integer, necessarily equal to the weight s i of the character δ i . In this case, the action of φ is p n δ(p), so we see that the only case where this can be one or p is when δ i (t) = t n or δ i (t) = t n |t| for all t ∈ Q * p , that is when δ i is exceptional.
We now prove that H 1 pot,a (V ) ⊂ H 1 g (G Qp , V ) for a trianguline non critical V . We have to show that an extension U (in the category of (φ, Γ)-module) of 1 by D † (V ) whose push-forward as an extension of 1 by 
). Since the characters δ i in the parameter of V are non-exceptional, we have dim H i (R L (δ i )) = 0 if i = 0 or 2 and 1 if i = 1. In particular, we get easily by dévissage (and descending induction on i,
Applying this for i = a we get using the long exact sequence attached to 0 → Fil
and a new dévissage shows that this space has dimension a. On the other hand, since as we have seen [BK, Corollary 3.8.4 ] the number of non-positive Hodge-tate weights of V , that is, by hypothesis, a.
Proof of Theorem 1
Let K be a number field, p a prime number that is totally split in K, Σ p the set of places of K above p, Σ a finite set of places containing Σ p .
For any affinoid algebra S over Q p , and any locally free module V of rank d over S with a continuous action of G K , such that D v := D † (V |Gv ) is trianguline (that is, provided with a triangulation Fil · D v ) and any fixed sequences of integers
In the first line, u is the composition of restriction map
with the products of the maps u v : H 1 (G v , V |Gv ) → H 1 (D v /F il av D v ) constructed (and denoted u) in §3.4. This notion is taken from [P] , where it is called triangulordinary Selmer group Over a field, we have the following interpretation:
Proposition 6. Assume that S = L is a finite extension of Q p , and assume that for each v ∈ Σ p , V |Gv is trianguline, non critical, and non exceptional, and that a v is the number of non-positive Hodge-Tate weights of
Proof -This follows immediately from the definitions and Prop. 5.
We want to prove the main theorem. So assume that S is a domain of dimension 1. It is clearly allowed to replace S by its normalization, so we assume that S is normal. Let x be a point of Sp S. It corresponds to a prime principal ideal (f ). Then S/f = L(x), the field of definition of x, and applying the construction above to S/f and V /f V , we get a map u f :
We are now in position to apply the formalism developed in 2.1. Indeed we can take for A the category of finite S-modules endowed with a continuous representation of G K Σ , and for (H i A ) ı∈N , we take the usual continuous cohomology groups, exactly as in §2.4.1. As for A ′ , we take the product, indexed by Σ p , of copies the category of general (φ, Γ)-modules (cf. §3.1.2), and for H i A ′ we take the product over Σ p of the cohomology of (φ, Γ)-modules (cf. §3.3.1)
For V we take our S-representation V , and for W ′ we take (D v /Fil av D v ) v∈Σp ∈ A ′ . The maps u : H 1 (V ) → H 1 (V ′ ) and u f : H 1 f (V /f V ) → H 1 (V ′ /f V ′ ) have been defined above, and the commutativity of the diagram (1) is trivial if we take into account the fact that D † (V /f V ) is naturally isomorphic to D † (V )/f D † (V ) by Berger-Colmez theorem. By definition, S(V ) = ker u = H 1 pot,a (G K,Σ , V ) and S(V /f V ) = ker u f = H 1 pot,a (G K,Σ , V /f V ). We want to apply Corollary 1 to this situation. We only have to check the hypotheses that S 1 (G K,S , V ), H 2 (G K,S , V ) and v∈Σv H 1 (D v /Fil av D v ) are finite over S. But the two first follow from Prop 3 while the second is Corollary 4. Corollary 1 thus tells us that setting r = r (av ) = rk S S(V ) we have for all prime principal ideal (f ) of S:
withe equality for all (f ) except a finite number. The same of course will holds if we restrict our attention to the subset of (f )'s such that V /f V is, at each v ∈ Σ K , non-critical, non-exceptional, and with exactly a v non-positive Hodge-Tate weights. But for those (f ), we know by the Proposition 6 that S(V /f V ) = H 1 pot,a (V /f V ) = H 1 g (G K,Σ , V /f V ) = H 1 f (G K,Σ , V /f V ) = H 1 e (G K,Σ , V /f V ) and this complete the proof of the theorem.
Remark 7. If we had a positive answer to Question 2 (resp. to Question 3), we could apply (resp. adapt) the formalism of §2.2 with A the category of finite Smodule with G K,Σ -action, and A ′ the category of general (φ, Γ)-modules over S. This would prove that the statement of Theorem 1 would hold for the regular points of any reduced affinoid S, not necessarily one of dimension 1.
Application to modular forms
In [BCh] the following result, a special case of the Bloch-Kato conjecture, is proved.
3
Theorem 3. [BCh, Cor. 8.1.4 ] Let f = n≥1 a n q n be a newform of weight k = 2k ′ ≥ 4 and level Γ 0 (N ), with N prime to p. Let ρ = ρ f (k ′ ) be the Galois representation of G Q,Σ attached to f (where Σ is the set of primes dividng N p) normalized so to have motivic weight −1. Then if ε(ρ, 0) = −1 we have dim H 1 f (G Q,Σ , ρ) ≥ 1.
We want to extend this result:
Theorem 4. The theorem above also holds if k = 2 except maybe if a p = 2 √ p.
In particular, if E is an elliptic curve over Q with good reduction at p, and such that ǫ(E, 0) = −1, then the p-adic Selmer group of E has rank at least one.
Of course, the "in particular" follows from the first sentence using the fact that for our elliptic curve E, there is a modular newform f of weight 2 with integral coefficients (in particular, with a p = 2 √ p) and level Γ 0 (N ) such that ρ f (1) = V p (E) and the fact that the Bloch-Kato Selmer group H 1 f (Q, V p (E)) is the same as Sel p (E) ⊗ Zp Q p where Sel p (E) is the p-adic Selmer group of E.
Remark 8.
(i) In the case where p is an ordinary prime for f , there already exists two other proof of this theorem (and of Theorem 4): one due to Nekovar and one due to Skinner and Urban. (ii) In the case of an elliptic curve E, there is another proof of that result, by completely different method, due to Kim. See [Kim] . (iii) The technical hypothesis a p = 2 √ p arises from the technical hypothesis in our triangulinity result Theorem 2. A better version of that theorem should allow to remove that hypothesis.
Let us prove Theorem 4. In view of Nekovar and Skinner-Urban's result, we may assume that f is supersingular at p. (Actually, we could treat the ordinary case with the same method using Remark 5 instead of theorem 2), but that would require a boring case-by-case analysis).
The representation (ρ f (1)) |Gp , which is crystalline and irreducible, always admits two non-critical refinements R ([BCh, Remark 2.4.6(iii)]). Let us choose one of them, so we fix an ordering of the crystalline eigenvalues (φ 1 , φ 2 ). The (φ, Γ)-module D = D rig ((ρ f (1)) |Gp ) is thus trianguline, of parameter (δ 1 , δ 2 ) with δ 1 (p) = pφ i , δ 2 (p) = φ 2 and δ 1 (t) = t, δ 2 (t) = 1 for t ∈ Γ = Z * p (using the fact that the 3 Actually, it is proved under two assumptions, called there Rep(4) and AC(π f,E ) which at that time were announced in the literature, but a complete proof of which had not appeared yet. The situation is a little bit better now, as preprints of Morel, Shin, and a team led by Harris cover what it needs to give a proof of Rep(4) (and Rep(n) for that matter). cf. [M] , [Sh] and [H] 
